
 
 

Water Filtration 
 

Objective:  You and your child will use household items to create a water filtration 
system to clean polluted water. 
 

 
 
Materials: 

● Empty and clean plastic bottle (2 liter is best, but a smaller one will also work) 
● Pitcher or bucket 
● Filtration materials (coffee filters, cotton balls, gauze, uncooked macaroni, small 

rocks/pebbles, soil/sand, napkins/paper towels) 
● Pollutants (coffee grounds, dirt, grass clippings, oil, glitter, pepper, detergent, 

food scraps, bits of plastic) 
● Water  

 

Instructions: 
1. With the help of an adult, cut the top off of the plastic bottle.  Turn the top half 

upside down and place it in the bottom portion of the bottle as shown in the 
image above. 

2. Place the coffee filter (or any type of cloth material) in the bottom of the top 
portion. 

3. Add other filtration materials in layers.  Use as many or as few as you would like. 
Think about which order to add them. Bigger filter materials usually catch bigger 
pollutants. 



 
4. In your seperate pitcher or bucket, mix together your pollutants to create dirty 

water. 
5. Pour the dirty water into your filter until the bottom of the bottle is filled. 
6. Carefully scoop out the filter materials, one layer at a time. What did each layer 

take out of the water? 
7. Compare the water in the pitcher to the water in the bottle.  Does it look cleaner? 

What pollutants are still in water?  Which are not? 
8. Try this in as many different ways as you want!  Clean the bottle and try again. 

Put the filter materials in a different order each time.  How does this change the 
results? 

What did we learn? 
The slower the water moves through your filter, the better! The longer it takes for water 
to move through the cleaner it gets. The water should move easily through the filtration 
materials, but the bigger materials you used as pollutants get trapped. The filter 
materials vary in size so they can catch pollutants of different sizes too. 
 
Why does this matter? 
Climate change causes changes in our water cycle making for more intense weather 
such as severe storms and flooding.  This extreme weather can lead to more runoff 
which will cause more pollutants to be washed into our water.  This can eventually lead 
to a shortage of available clean water. 
 
Key Terms: 

● Filtration- the process of removing solid impurities from a liquid. 
● Pollutant- a substance that makes something impure and often unsafe. 


